Searching DTIC for Student Papers

1: What is DTIC
Defense Technical Information Center (DTIC) is a clearing house of DoD research collected to support DoD missions and national security. DTIC has an open source collection that we suggest using to find unclassified student papers from the Naval War College and other service academies. Alternatively, the classified library at NWC houses a print collection of NWC student papers that are available to resident students.

2: Why Search DTIC for Student Papers?
Student papers and other materials on DTIC will have bibliographies that you may want to look at as background materials for your research. Newer papers also offer an example of a well formatted paper.

2: Locating DTIC on the Internet
Locate DTIC on the Internet at:  https://discover.dtic.mil/

3: Searching the Open Source Collection on DTIC
A search box in the upper-right corner of the screen on the landing page is used for basic searching. Use quotation marks around your terms such as, “naval war college” and “joint military operations.” Narrow the search by adding a subject term. The papers provided will be linked to the full text except in a very few cases of much older papers.
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